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At the top of the Mountain
Rev. Jose Benjamin Perez

Good morning. Greetings to the missionary Miguel Bermudez 
Marin and all the brethren that will be gathered there this 
afternoon with our brother Tirzo Ramiro Giron Pinzon, there in 
San Lucas,1 Guatemala; and all those that have been arriving 
there in Guatemala for these important meetings that our brother 
Miguel Bermudez Marin will have. 
 And also those that are there in Quintana Roo, Merida; and 
also in Campeche and all that region with our brother Andres 
Cruz Gallegos; and also in the congregation that Reverend 
Oscar Rodriguez Horna pastors, there in Trujillo, Peru, and also 
our Reverend Toribio who is there with them and all the ministers 
that are there. And also all the places where they have been 
having Bible studies this week, which are of great blessing and 
spiritual growth for each and every one of us, who are in this 
time of preparation, searching and reviewing all these glorious 
messages that the Angel of the Lord Jesus Christ has brought to 
us: William Soto Santiago.
 Today, Thursday, August 4 of this year 2022, we thank 
our heavenly Father for having placed us to live in this time 

1  San Bartolome Milpas Altas, Guatemala
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where God would be fulfilling the final part, the part where the 
Cornerstone, the crowning Stone, will be fully established and 
where from there the blessing will be imparted and also the 
divine judgment that will fall upon individuals, upon groups, and 
upon nations as well. 
 In other words, it is a very decisive time for the human race, 
where the mystery of the Coming of the Lord with His Angels will 
be made known.

It tells us in the message:

THE HOLY SPIRIT, OUR SUSTAINING STRENGTH
(Ministers and collaborators meeting)
Dr. William Soto Santiago
Saturday, December 3, 2016
El Paso, Texas, United States
 [P. 5] At the time of the apostles, when Christ was on 
Mount Transfiguration with Peter, James and John, He 
was transfigured and Moses and Elijah appeared speaking 
with Jesus, this is the vision of the Coming of the Son of 
Man with His Angels for the end time, the Order of the 
Second Coming of Christ with His Angels, which are the 
Two Olive Trees of Revelation, chapter 11, and Zechariah, 
chapter 4.
 Therein lies the mystery of the Coming of Christ for 
the Last Day; a mystery that will be opened to the public, 
mainly to the Church of the Lord Jesus Christ, in the Tent 
Vision.
 Before then, they will grow in knowledge until we all 
reach the full knowledge of the mystery of the Seventh 
Seal, the mystery of the Second Coming of Christ with 
His Angels.
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[Rev. Jose B. Perez] If he tells us there that it will be in the Tent 
Vision that all that will be open to the public, therefore, that 
mystery must be being spoken and made known openly both in 
the Church of the Lord, as well as to the foolish virgins, as well 
as to the Hebrew people and also to the lost, in the way God has 
always been speaking to the human race: always using a veil of 
flesh.
 In the Third Pull, we know that Reverend William Branham 
spoke to us and told us that it would be for the Bride, it would 
also be for the foolish ones (the fatuous ones), and it would be 
for the lost, and also for the Hebrew people. In other words, it 
would be a ministry for all mankind.
 It will be a ministry in which God will be speaking through the 
Holy Spirit, which will have a mouth in this Last Day and will be 
speaking from a Great Tent Cathedral.
 It is a great sign that Christianity will have in the midst of 
the Church of the Lord at this time, which they will see a Great 
Tent Cathedral. And they will be seeing with their own eyes the 
fulfillment of that promise, which will begin in a progressive 
way and will reach the culminating part; which was seen by the 
Reverend William Branham, where he was placed in one of the 
activities, but it was already in function; in other words, they 
had already been… we don’t know how long that Great Tent 
Cathedral was in function. 
 And he was taken to that moment, where a preaching was 
being carried out, there was an altar call, there was a prayer line 
and there were a number of things,2 which will be manifested 
in the midst of the people of God that would be in effect at that 
time.
 It goes on to say where we were reading, from that message 
that I quoted to you…, further on, in that same message it says:

2  56-0101 - “Why are people so tossed about,” p. 6-7, paras. 39
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 [WSS] [P. 8] Just as it has been from age to age: Christ 
in Spirit in the messenger of every age; He sounds the 
Trumpet of every age, and calls them and gathers them in 
that age, with the messenger of that age. The same is for 
our time in the Age of the Cornerstone, where at a certain 
time that stage or age will have the fulfillment of the Tent 
Vision, and will come to have perfect faith, so that all that 
has been promised that the Lord will do, He will do in the 
midst of His Church in that stage, in that age; and nothing 
will be impossible for God in His final manifestation.
 ([JBP] That is, “in His final manifestation” is in that veil of 
flesh that God will be using in that final stage. He goes on to 
say):
 There we will gain greater spiritual strength, greater 
sustaining strength, and we will have a stronger hold on 
the Lord. We must hold on tighter every day, because we 
don’t want to miss anything of what God has for us for 
this end time, in the glorious age in which we have been 
given to live: The Age of Divine Love, the Age for the 
Great Victory in Divine Love, the Age for Perfect Faith, 
the age for the fulfillment of the Tent Vision, the age for 
the fulfillment of the Third Pull, in the manifestation of the 
Lord for the Last Day, for the blessing of the believers in 
Christ and for the blessing of the Hebrew people; and also 
for the things that are to happen in this end time, the good 
and the bad, the blessings and also the divine judgments, 
to be made known. Some will receive blessings, and for 
others: divine judgments. The blessings will be for the 
believers, and to the unbelievers: the divine judgments. 
Each one will receive according to the Divine Program.
 Therefore, knowing these things, the Spirit of God, 
the Holy Spirit, gives us sustaining strength and affirms 
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us more in the Divine Program every day, and further 
opens the Scriptures to us and opens our understanding to 
comprehend them. That is a Work of the Spirit of God, the 
Spirit of Christ, of the Angel of the Covenant in the midst 
of His Church in this end time.
 Therefore, although we know that the great tribulation 
is coming, the divine judgments, that doesn’t terrify us, 
because before the beginning of the great tribulation 
Christ will take us to the heavenly Father’s House.
 It gives us joy and happiness to know that there are 
many blessings for the believers in Christ. And what we 
are looking for are the blessings that God has promised 
for our time, because we love Christ, we love God, we 
love His Word, His Program, His Work, and we want to 
be reunited with Him as soon as possible; which will be a 
family reunion: The Father with His children, the believers 
in the Lord of the end time and of the past ages.
 But before we leave there will be a full manifestation 
of the power of God, which will impact not only the 
believers in Christ, not only the Church-Bride of the Lord 
Jesus Christ, but the foolish virgins as well, and the whole 
world; and it will also impact the Jews.

[Rev. Jose B. Perez] See? What I quoted to you just now, when 
brother Branham spoke that this Third Pull would impact or would 
be for those three groups, or four groups, if we also add the lost). 
In other words, the Hebrew people, which is the group he didn’t 
mention there, because he mentions the Bride, he mentions the 
Church and the lost, but it is also for the Hebrew people.
 In other words, it will be ―that Third Pull― where those 
ministries will be being manifested; those ministries will be being 
manifested for all those groups.
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That is why Jesus once said:

John 6:35

 35 And Jesus said unto them, I am the bread of life: 
he that cometh to me shall never hunger; and he that 
believeth on me shall never thirst.
 36 But I said unto you, That ye also have seen me, and 
believe not.
 37 All that the Father giveth me shall come to me; and 
him that cometh to me I will in no wise cast out.
 38 For I came down from heaven, not to do mine own 
will, but the will of him that sent me.

[Rev. Jose B. Perez] In other words, those ministries will be 
open to impart blessing, both for the Church-Bride, as well as 
for the foolish virgins; because they are virgins and they will also 
receive blessing, although they will have to go through the great 
tribulation; and also for the Hebrews.
 Already for the lost, that ministry will already be as a 
testimony and will be preaching to them that they will no longer 
have opportunity for salvation, and that group will be cast into 
outer darkness, where there will be weeping and gnashing of 
teeth; which also the foolish virgins will be cast there.
 But each one, each one of those groups will be in a certain 
region, where one from the other, one group with the other will 
not mix. And we have been talking about that, and each time we 
will be seeing that great mystery of the fifth dimension, where 
there are those different areas where we saw how the foolish 
virgins and the 144,000 are there in that place, where brother 
William showed us that it was Abraham’s Bosom,3 where it is still 

3  Study “The seven dimensions,” July/2/2022 (Saturday) (Volume 1) 
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in function.
 And at this time those ministries…, if they come to him, they 
will be able to say as Jesus said there: “He who comes to me, I 
will not cast him out.” In other words, he will be giving testimony 
of what the Father has told him to do, because what he does and 
what he will be doing is the will of the one who sent him. He will 
not be doing anything on his own, but he will be doing all that 
for which the Father has sent him, the one who will have those 
ministries of Moses and Elijah, the Two Olive Trees.

It goes on to say here:

 [WSS] Because there are blessings for the Jews also, 
there are great blessings for Israel. Therefore, we pray for 
Israel, so that God will also open the Scriptures to them 
and the understanding to comprehend the Divine Program 
pertaining to this end time.
 Israel is going to wake up one day, a great awakening is 
promised; and it will happen according to Ezekiel, chapter 
37, a spiritual awakening.

[JBP] We also read that in a writing by brother William,4 where 
that Scripture in Ezekiel, chapter 37, would be a revival, a 
spiritual awakening for the Hebrew people. He goes on to say:

 [WSS] Therefore we pray for Israel, because God has 
a great blessing for Israel; he also has a great blessing 
for the believers in Christ, the Church of the Lord Jesus 
Christ; and there is also a blessing for the foolish virgins, 

/ Module 05 of the EBN “The dimensions”: https://www.escuelabibli-
cadeninos.com/modulos/las-dimensiones/
4  Bible Study #223, July/24/2022 (Sunday), p. 29 in the booklet
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even though they have to go through the great tribulation.
 ([JBP] See? They will also receive a blessing, but they will 
have to go through the great tribulation, which we are going to 
be talking about in tomorrow’s topic, and also in Saturday and 
Sunday’s topic, where we expect God to open up the picture 
pretty clearly for us, of those groups. He goes on to say):
 What we want are the blessings of God, not only for us 
but for all people; and that is why the Word is preached, 
the Gospel of Christ, so that the blessings of God may 
come to all people.
 We are in a very important time, where we know that 
something great is going to happen; and the great thing 
that is going to happen is here in the Bible, because before 
God does things, He speaks them; already from Genesis to 
Revelation, there is everything that God would carry out.
 Therefore, I pray to God that ―by His Spirit― God 
will give us strength, that He will sustain us in this end 
time, and that what Luke says, chapter 21, verses 30 to 36, 
or 25 to 36, will be fulfilled in all of us: “To stand before 
the Son of Man.”

[JBP] And what we will be seeing and hearing is the same thing 
that they were seeing and hearing there on Mount Transfiguration 
when Jesus was being adopted.

There is an excerpt that I’m going to read to you, from a message 
that we will be touching on Saturday, and there is a part of this 
message where it says:

 [WSS] Now, listen well, there we were represented in 
that adoption that was taking place. We find that what was 
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being seen there ―in that adoption―, and what was being 
heard there, is the same thing that will be seen and heard 
here at this time.
 We find that nothing else can be seen and heard, but 
what was there; because that is what? The Coming of the 
Kingdom of God in power, the Son of Man coming in 
power, coming in His Kingdom in power; therefore, then 
there we were shown what would be the Coming of the 
Son of Man in the end time, when the days would be like 
the days of Sodom and the days of Lot.
 Well, there the Lord was seen there with Moses and 
Elijah, the same thing has to be seen in the end time, when 
God will take His chosen ones, His children, to the top of 
the mountain to be adopted. They will be seeing the Lord 
at His Coming with Moses and Elijah; they will not be 
able to see anything else, because nothing else was seen 
there.
 Any other idea that any person has, will be a wrong 
idea, which is not subject to the Word of God. The way 
it was shown in the Word is the way it has to be fulfilled. 
That is the way the Cornerstone must come at His Coming 
in this end time, when the kingdom of the gentiles has 
come to an end.

[Rev. Jose B. Perez] And all that was shown there on Mount 
Transfiguration, is what will be being manifested in this end time 
in the Age of the Cornerstone, which is the dispensation and 
in the Dispensation of the Kingdom, which is the place where 
it a culminating part, where the Church-Bride will have a Great 
Tent Cathedral in her midst, where those ministries will be being 
operated by the Holy Spirit, by the Angel of the Covenant, which 
has all the ministries. He can operate the ministry He desires. 
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 That is why it will be the Angel of the Covenant, the Pillar of 
Fire working in a Great Tent Cathedral in the midst of the Church 
of the Lord.
 But there will come a time when He will also be, besides 
speaking blessing... I believe that is the topic of this weekend: 
the mystery of blessing and also of judgment, that is the topic of 
this Friday.
 In other words, there will be words of blessing, as we read 
there: [WSS] “for some it will be blessing and for others it will 
be curse, divine judgments”; in other words, there will come a 
point, at a stage, where divine judgments will be spoken over 
individuals, over groups and over this kingdom of the gentiles; 
because the Son of God, the one sent by the Father, will be 
dictating that sentence under those ministries, which will be 
being operated by Moses and Elijah —those ministries of Moses 
and Elijah being operated by the Holy Spirit—, and He will be 
speaking blessing but he will also be speaking divine judgments.

That is why… Let’s read the entire Psalm 2, so that you can see 
everything that it speaks there. It says:

 1 Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a 
vain thing?
 2 The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers 
take counsel together, against the Lord, and against his 
anointed, saying,

 3 Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their 
cords from us. 
 4 He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord 
shall have them in derision.
 5 Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex 
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them in his sore displeasure.
 6 Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion.
 7 I will declare the decree: the Lord hath said unto me, 
Thou art my Son; this day have I begotten thee.
 8 Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine 
inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy 
possession.
 9 Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt 
dash them in pieces like a potter’s vessel.
 10 Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be instructed, ye 
judges of the earth.
 11 Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice with trembling.
 12 Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish from the 
way, when his wrath is kindled but a little. Blessed are all 
they that put their trust in him.

[Rev. Jose B. Perez] In other words, the great day of God’s wrath 
is about to come, where that second part of Isaiah, chapter 61: 
“...and the day of vengeance of our God,” will be preached 
and will be fully fulfilled in this end time.
 And that day that will come will be a terrible day, a day where 
it will be uncovered, it will already be opened, which ones will 
belong to the Bride, to the foolish and to the lost; and, of course, 
to the 144,000. In other words, we will already know those 
groups, we will already know… and the person, the individual, 
will know which group he belongs to.
 And it will already be spoken openly, clearly, everything that 
will be made known and manifested in the midst of the Church 
of the Lord and in the midst of mankind; it will be made known 
through the Word, through the mouth of God who will be in this 
end time speaking to us —under the ministries of Moses and 
Elijah— all these things under a Great Tent Cathedral.
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 It is a time of teaching, where on several occasions we have 
seen it spoken by the Reverend William Branham and in the 
writings of the messenger where that time of teaching revolves 
around the Rapturing Faith, the Faith of Transformation.
 And each one will already be identifying themselves by 
what they listen to and what they hear; they will already know 
which group they belong to; and they will already be placing 
themselves: in the Bride or in the foolish or in the lost. In other 
words, there will be a separation, a very marked segregation in 
this Age of the Cornerstone.
 Listen carefully to the next activities (Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday), because there God will be showing us many things, 
which we all have to know.
 That is why Missionary Miguel Bermudez Marin has been 
alerting us during all these months, and also this week he was 
telling us to be alert to this activity on Saturday; because it is an 
activity where God always blesses us through the Word that the 
Holy Spirit has been bringing to us in this end time. So be on the 
lookout for everything that will be spoken in these Bible studies, 
both on Friday and Saturday and Sunday as well.
 Remember something very important: When Moses asked 
for a helper there, and God allowed him to have Aaron, there 
were many things that happened in the midst of the people; and 
Aaron was a very, very important instrument for Moses and for 
the people, who helped Moses in that ministry there.
 But if you notice: then, when Moses left and it was Joshua’s 
place to bring them into the promised land, the only one who 
was there working and talking to the people about how they 
were going to get into the promised land was only one person, it 
was Joshua. No one else was there saying: “I want to be the one 
who is there to help you, to bring them into the promised land; 
and I will also be someone,” just as they did with Moses. No. 
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There was only Joshua.
 The others were faithful collaborators of that final ministry, 
which God raised up at that time. And he already had a 
trajectory, from a young age, Joshua at Moses’ side. And that 
is something that we must have very clear, both the ministers… 
in other words, we must be clear that it will be the Angel of the 
Covenant, the Pillar of Fire, the Holy Spirit, the only one who will 
be leading us to the promised land (just as our brother Miguel 
has been speaking very, very clearly about that; I believe that in 
these days he has spoken very clearly; and all that is how he is 
speaking it).
 There is only one Guide and that is the Word, the Ark, the 
Angel of the Covenant that guided the Hebrew people, already 
at that stage of entering the promised land as a land. It was the 
Pillar of Fire that introduced them through Joshua.
 And here in this time it would be the same way, only there we 
see ―in the fulfillment of the Tent Vision― a single character: 
The Pillar of Fire, the Pillar of Fire working in the midst of that 
ministry that God would have under a Great Tent Cathedral.
 All this great mystery of the Coming of the Lord with His 
Angels, God will continue to open it as we are approaching this 
stage of adoption; where we will be experiencing the same thing 
that Jesus was experiencing there in His adoption. We will be 
hearing and seeing the same characters that were there on 
Mount Transfiguration, at the time Jesus was adopted.
 So be with your spiritual eyes wide open, so that we don’t 
miss - you don’t miss, all that God is fulfilling at this time: in such 
a simple way, that you can miss what God is doing.
 And don’t worry about others, what they do or don’t do. You 
worry about yourself, you hold on to the Word, you fight for God’s 
blessing, which is what that ministry will be imparting, which will 
give the Rapturing Faith.
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 Each one will fight for what he is going to obtain: If he is a 
wise virgin, if he is a chosen of God, he will fight to receive that 
Rapturing Faith and he will fight to be in the Marriage Supper of 
the Lamb. Those who don’t belong there are not going to fight for 
that; for that reason, don’t try to instill in him or try to correct him in 
things, because a fatuous person can’t be taken out of that group.
 The only one who can get out of being fatuous, is the fatuous 
himself.
 Why do I say this? Because look, a firstborn, a chosen one, a 
wise virgin, can’t get out of that position: his name can never be 
erased from that Book, or anything like that, because he belongs 
to the section of the Lamb’s Book of Life.
 And a fatuous, you get them to enter to be part of a wise one, 
of a wise virgin, because a foolish virgin is written in the Book of 
Life, and not in that section of the Lamb’s Book of Life. But from 
that section of the Book of Life, their name can be erased. In 
other words, the only person who can remove that person from 
there, who belongs to that group, is the same person, the same 
person is the one who with his performance, and attitude before 
the Word, is the one who will determine if he leaves the Book or 
remains written in the Book.
 And that is something sad, because after they have come up 
to almost the end…, first to know that they are a foolish virgin, 
and then to act in a wrong way before the revealed Word, the 
Word incarnated in this end time, and an attitude that is not the 
right one; and after being written there, be erased from that Book; 
is something very, very sad.
 And as a message (which we may also quote later on in 
these days), people fight to go to the great tribulation and hell, 
and one fights for them not to go. One does everything possible 
for them not to go, and they fight, they do everything possible to 
go. 
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 In other words, it is not because one tries to find a way for 
them not to go; it is already predestined for those people. But 
one, before God, prays to God so that they don’t go to that 
place, which is terrible; but God already has a Program and God 
already has those who are wise, those who are foolish and those 
who are unbelievers. 
 All that is going to be spoken in these next days, which will 
be studies of great blessing and spiritual growth for each and 
every one of us.
 So pray much to God for these upcoming activities, so that 
God will guide everything regarding what is going to be spoken 
in these studies; which we hope will open the picture more, of 
what is the Coming of the Lord with His Angels.
 May God bless you all greatly, and may you take hold of 
the Word, of the blessing that is being imparted from Mount 
Zion, which is the Church of the Lord Jesus Christ; because we 
are on the Mount of God, we are in Zion, we are in the Age 
of the Cornerstone, where blessing is being imparted, but also 
judgment is being imparted.
 Judgment will be spoken (as I said) for individuals, for 
groups, for nations also, in other words, each one will receive 
what corresponds according to the Divine Program, the Program 
that God already has for this end time.
 So onward serving the Lord, loving Him with fear and 
trembling, knowing that God is also a consuming fire. God is 
love, but He is also a consuming fire.

Psalm 2
 12 Kiss the Son, lest he be angry… ([JBP] And the wrath 
of God comes suddenly).

 In these days I have been praying to God, because from one 
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moment to another the divine judgments will be fully spoken; 
and as we read on Sunday,5 there will come a point where many 
people will believe, although there will be no more opportunity 
for them (as far as their name remains in the Book). Because the 
wise virgins are already sealed, they are already in there; but the 
foolish virgins, there will come a point where (and also the lost), 
there will come a point where there will be no more opportunity 
for their name to remain written there.
 So, if you (who listens to me) feel in your heart that God is 
indicating to you that you are fatuous: watch your steps well, 
watch your walk well and hold on more and more to the Word. 
You are the one who should hold on the most, you foolish virgin 
who hears me.
 The wise one who listens to me knows where he stands, and 
knows who he is, and knows the attitude he has taken before the 
Word.
 But you, foolish virgin who listens to me, hold on to the Word 
and ask God not to erase your name from the Book of Life.
 As I once quoted from an excerpt of brother William, these 
are people that after their name is erased: since (they don’t 
care about anything), they do what they want, their life has no 
meaning anymore and they can even become crazy, they can 
feel the same and do the same as Cain did: be murderers, start 
looking for ways to kill.6 That is the extreme to which a person 
who no longer has salvation, who no longer has a chance, 
reaches.
 Therefore, one time he commented to me that they would 
be - they are people as if they were walking, walking, a piece 
of flesh walking, dressed in clothes; that would be those people 
5  Bible Study #225, Jul/31/2022 (Sunday), p. 12 in the booklet, p. 246 
in volume 3
6  Study “A separation between the called and the chosen,” 
May/14/2022 (Saturday), p. 15 in the booklet
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that their names are erased: it wouldn’t even make sense that 
they were living.
 So it’s a hard time, it’s going to be a hard time (to talk about 
these things); but we have to face the reality of this time, in which 
God has in hand blessing, but also has divine judgment.
 Or people thought that this was going to go on like that, with 
a lot of little mistakes, with a lot of… looking for a way around. 
This is a time when there is no longer any turning back to look 
for, here everyone is going to be identifying which group they 
belong to.
 So tighten your belt, because these days are very decisive 
for all mankind. Blessings will be dictated, but also the divine 
judgment that will fall upon individuals, groups and nations as 
well.
 So be praying to God, because your future will depend on 
the decision you make and the attitude you assume.
 The chosen are already safe. We are calm, because we 
have been called and gathered with this glorious Message, and 
we are safe: we are sealed, and nothing can take us out of the 
Hand of God, detach us from the Hand of God, but we are there 
[John 10]:
 “28 ...no one shall snatch them out of my hand.”
 That is you and I.
 But there is also a group (that we have to be realistic) that 
are in our midst, who have to take care of themselves; even 
more so!, because the attitude that they assume will be the 
future of each one of them:
 Either they give their lives for the Message and for the 
ministry that God has in this end time…; because it is like that: 
they will be giving their lives for the Message relevant to the 
Age of the Cornerstone, under the ministries, under the Seventh 
Seal, under the Sixth Seal, all that Message that contains the 
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Second Coming of the Lord; they will be giving their lives for that 
Message; and thus they will obtain eternal life, in other words, 
they will remain living for eternity.
 But those who will say no, who will not believe that, they 
will say: “That can’t be so,” well, their name is erased; and 
then, in the Final Judgment after the Millennium, when they are 
resurrected, there they will be judged and will be cast into the 
lake of fire.
 In other words, the future of every human being depends on 
this time!
 Well, it has been for me… some very difficult moments; 
and perhaps there will come hard moments for me, to speak 
everything I have to speak in this time under The Great Tent 
Cathedral.
 But I have not come to do my will, but I have come to do the 
will of the Father, of my spiritual Father, of my Father who told 
me: “You will do whatever I command you.” And that is what I 
am doing: honoring those instructions of my spiritual Father, of 
God manifested in this time in William Soto Santiago, which I am 
doing all that he has commanded me.
 So I will be praying for you, you pray for me; and we will 
reach the goal, we will reach the goal of our transformation.
 Those who are not of transformation, keep on preparing 
yourselves, keep on reading and searching… I am not saying 
that the elect, the wise virgins, don’t do it; on the contrary, they 
also have to do it! But the foolish ones even more so, so that at 
the time when they have to give their lives (they will stay a few 
more days here on Earth while we are leaving, we will be at the 
Marriage Supper of the Lamb, and they will stay a few more 
days), those days, for them that Word will be more gripped, so 
they can give their lives for the Work of God, the Divine Program, 
and give their lives for Christ.
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 So these are very, very important days for all the groups:
 For the wise it is a time of transformation, it is a time of 
rapture, it is a time of revival; it is a time so, so glorious, in which 
nothing is going to separate us, nothing is going to separate us 
from the whole Divine Program that He is developing in favor of 
that Bride. He is coming for us, He is coming for His Bride. The 
Bride is about to be raptured.
 And it will also be for the foolish, and it will also be for the 
lost, and it will also be for the 144,000.
 In other words, for us it will be a very, very great time; and 
also for the foolish, who are also virgins, in other words, they are 
human beings that God sees their heart and that God will give 
them eternal life.
 Those who resurrect after the great tribulation are the 
144,000 Hebrews; the foolish don’t resurrect after the great 
tribulation, they resurrect after the Millennium.
 Well, God bless you, God keep you; and it has been a 
privilege and a blessing for me to be able to greet all of you, in 
all the places where you are gathered today.
 May God bless you, brother Miguel, God keep you greatly; 
and God use you also in these activities that you will have this 
afternoon, and also tomorrow Friday, and also Saturday and 
Sunday.
 And pray much also for me, so that God may continue directing 
us in everything under this Tent ministry; this ministry, which will 
reach a culminating part, where we will see great wonders being 
performed in the midst of the Church; physical miracles. Now the 
great miracle that God is doing is to open the Word, to bring the 
Word, for each one of us to obtain: the wise virgins to obtain that 
Rapturing Faith, that Faith of Transformation.
 Well, God bless you and God keep you all.
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